
About the Company
A Fortune 500 computer software company that provides open source 
software with offerings focused on DevOps, including operating systems 
platforms, storage, and more, leverages the ThreatConnect Platform for its 
cyber threat intelligence operations.

Business Challenges
Before using ThreatConnect, they were overwhelmed by the noise from its 
security tools, and intelligence feeds. Without automation, their security 
team was spending a significant amount of time on manual processes like 
aggregating and acting on threat intel. They knew these manual processes 
were not scalable and that they needed a platform that was flexible enough 
to meet the needs of its various security teams.

“ThreatConnect allows 
our organization to 
collect, analyze, and 
share intelligence 
with various teams 
in a single platform, 
effectively reducing 
the amount of time 
needed for an analyst 
to produce actionable 
intelligence.”

- Threat Intelligence 
Analyst, Fortune 500 
Software Company

Fortune 500 Software Leader Leverages 
ThreatConnect Across Security Teams to 
Improve Threat Detection and Response

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

Why They Chose ThreatConnect
They knew they needed to find a partner that could meet their use cases and 
criteria for flexibility, scalability, performance, and usability.

They selected ThreatConnect because the Platform mapped to their specific 
use cases, including generating strategic intel, threat hunting, and threat de-
tection and prevention. ThreatConnect also allowed the teams to scale and 
improve performance using automation and orchestration across the tens 
of millions of IOCs and the sizeable number of events and alerts from their 
existing tools.



Benefits of Using with ThreatConnect
They see immense value in using ThreatConnect, noting that the Platform is “extremely important” to 
their cyber threat intelligence operations. ThreatConnect has improved its organizational performance 
across its people, processes, and tools. By using a single Platform, they improved collaboration between 
its CTI team and other security teams and the effectiveness of its security tools, like SIEM, EDR, XDR, and 
SOAR, with high-fidelity threat intelligence and automated workflows.

They saw a 100% improvement in time saved and analyst efficiency due to the Platform’s automation 
capabilities.

Ultimately, ThreatConnect enabled them to be more proactive in threat detection and response.

By operationalizing threat and cyber risk intelligence, The ThreatConnect Platform changes the security operations 
battlefield,  giving your team the advantage over the attackers.  It enables you to maximize the efficacy and value of your 
threat intelligence and human knowledge, leveraging the native machine intelligence in the ThreatConnect Platform. Your 
team will maximize their impact, efficiency, and collaboration to become a proactive force in protecting the enterprise.  
Learn more at www.threatconnect.com.

ThreatConnect.com 

3865 Wilson Blvd., Suite 550 
Arlington, VA 22203

sales@threatconnect.com
1.800.965.2708 

Find out what ThreatConnect can do for your organization. 
Schedule a demo today!

https://threatconnect.com/request-a-demo
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Faster Detection

50%
Improvement in

Mean-Time-To-Detect

Faster Response Greater Precision

“ThreatConnect allows us to automate many processes and workflows, which would other-
wise take anlysts dozen of minutes or even hours to complete, so our analysts can focus their 
time on more advanced analysis.” 

- Threat Intelligence Analyst,
Fortune 500 Software Company

50%
Improvement in

Mean-Time-To-Respond

75%
Reduction in

False Positives


